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Jack Lund figures a good day is when his dad's too drunk to beat up his mom.

For Jack, Bogg's End is the end. The end of the turbulent, see-saw years of watching his father go on the
wagon and fall right back off gain. Once it took two years, but the inevitable inevitably happened. Now it's
just Jack and his mom starting over in the strange old house his grandfather left them.

But the ride's not over yet. Jack's father returns, full of apologies and promises, and for a little while, things
are looking up. Then in one terrifying, sickening moment, everything comes crashing back down again.

So Jack runs. He runs through a strange hidden door that takes him back in time to before his parents were
born. Before he was born. Maybe with a second chance he can stop the inevitable. At least he's got to try.
What Jack doesn't understand, though, is that he can't change his future until he faces his past.
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From reader reviews:

Miguel Philip:

Here thing why that Mr. Was are different and trusted to be yours. First of all reading a book is good but it
depends in the content from it which is the content is as delicious as food or not. Mr. Was giving you
information deeper as different ways, you can find any guide out there but there is no reserve that similar
with Mr. Was. It gives you thrill reading journey, its open up your own eyes about the thing in which
happened in the world which is probably can be happened around you. You can easily bring everywhere like
in park, café, or even in your way home by train. If you are having difficulties in bringing the printed book
maybe the form of Mr. Was in e-book can be your alternate.

Kristy Taylor:

The guide untitled Mr. Was is the reserve that recommended to you you just read. You can see the quality of
the guide content that will be shown to you actually. The language that writer use to explained their way of
doing something is easily to understand. The article writer was did a lot of study when write the book, to
ensure the information that they share to you personally is absolutely accurate. You also can get the e-book
of Mr. Was from the publisher to make you much more enjoy free time.

Calvin Williams:

Spent a free the perfect time to be fun activity to try and do! A lot of people spent their sparetime with their
family, or their friends. Usually they performing activity like watching television, about to beach, or picnic
inside park. They actually doing same every week. Do you feel it? Do you wish to something different to fill
your personal free time/ holiday? Can be reading a book could be option to fill your cost-free time/ holiday.
The first thing you ask may be what kinds of reserve that you should read. If you want to test look for book,
may be the guide untitled Mr. Was can be fine book to read. May be it is usually best activity to you.

Victor Havens:

People live in this new morning of lifestyle always try and and must have the time or they will get great deal
of stress from both daily life and work. So , if we ask do people have spare time, we will say absolutely
without a doubt. People is human not just a robot. Then we ask again, what kind of activity do you possess
when the spare time coming to you actually of course your answer will probably unlimited right. Then ever
try this one, reading guides. It can be your alternative within spending your spare time, the book you have
read is usually Mr. Was.
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